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RUN FOR OUR RIVERS: MARATHON TEAM ARRIVES IN MONTREAL SUNDAY TO DEMAND 
PROTECTED STATUS FOR THE ROMAINE RIVER 
 
Group to host public meeting in company with Mercier MNA Amir Khadir 
  
(Gatineau, Sept. 25th) Having traveled on foot for more than 800 kilometres, a crew of environmental 
runners affiliated with the group Alliance Romaine will reach Montreal Sunday afternoon. 
  
Local athlete Anita Roussiouk will carry a written message over the latest 42-kilometre, marathon-length 
segment in a relay race that began  September 9th in Matagami. Roussiouk will be the 18th participant in 
the 35th-member team that is crossing Quebec in order to spread awareness about the cumulative 
environmental impacts of hydroelectric dams. 
  
Alliance Romaine demands first and foremost the cancellation of the recently-started hydroelectric project 
on the Romaine River. The group is also pushing for a moratorium on new large-scale hydro projects, and 
for a reform and democratization of the environmental public review process currently managed through 
the BAPE (Bureau des audiences publiques en environnement). 
  
"We now know that hydroelectricty is not green energy, because it floods boreal forest, displaces trappers, 
and damages commercial fisheries," states runner and Alliance Romaine spokesperson Christopher Scott. 
"Since 1960, 14 of Quebec's 17 largest rivers have been dammed or altered by hydroelectric projects. It's 
time to adopt a new strategy and new technologies that will allow us to do a better job at protecting our 
resources" 
  
To celebrate its arrival in Montreal, Alliance Romaine will be hosting a public info session in company 
with the MNA for Mercier, Mr. Amir Khadir. The event will be held Sunday,4 PM, at Café Fractal, 200, 
Sherbrooke St. Ouest (corner of Jeanne-Mance), in room SH-R380. Representatives of Fondation Rivières 
and la Société pour vaincre la pollution will also make presentations. Press and public are welcome. 
  
Starting Monday, the relay race will continue, crossing Montreal Island, and heading east towards Quebec 
City, Tadoussac, Trois-Pistoles and Rimouski before concluding at the Romaine River on Sunday, October 
18th. 
  
For more info, or to interview runners, call (514) 944-0699, or (514) 486-9857, or write to 
info@allianceromaine.org 
 


